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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Important information in the following instructions are highlighted by the
following icons:
Read this manual carefully and completely before
starting the installation.

Pay special attention!

Transport: To protect all parts from damage, they
should remain in the original packaging until use.
Shaking or dropping the equipment can damage
internal parts.
Damaged equipment or parts must not be put into
operation.
The safety labels and nameplates must not be removed.
The heating system is designed for room heating. The
individual components may only be installed in closed,
dry and dust-free rooms.

May only be carried
out by a qualified
specialist!

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask

Installation must always be carried out with power
disconnected
NOTE
For Carpet Underlay ONLY USE NEXGEN PART
NUMBER 1101033
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ABOUT THE SYSTEM
NexGen heating film is a zero-maintenance low voltage nanotech heating
film system, suitable for floors, walls, ceilings and many other uses. The
heating film is powered from a very low and safe voltage. A power supply
converts the mains power to the correct voltage.
Variants of the film are available, with fleece and with smooth film covering. The fleece
is used to ensure good bonding to typical building materials and to help protect the
underlying heating element. Where the NexGen is to be bonded to non-absorbent
materials like plastic and metal the smooth film variant may be more suitable.
NexGen heating film is 60cm wide. Other sizes available by special order.
The output power of the film depends on the voltage applied to
the film. For standard underfloor use, 24 volts will be
appropriate. For walls and ceilings, 24 to 40 volts can be used.
For specialist applications on metal and ceramic surfaces, up to
50 volts can be used.
To conform to SELV regulations where users may touch the
electrical contacts or the installation has a higher risk of user
contact, e.g. walls, the supply voltage must be below 25 volts
RMS AC or 60 volts DC. AC at voltages over 25 volts up to 50
volts may be used, only where suitable primary insulation is
provided according to SELV regulations and and/or local or
Country regulations.
Supply voltages over 50 volts are not covered by the NexGen
warranty.

NOTE If it is possible that users may touch the low voltage
electrical contacts, or if the installation is on a wall, then only DC
may be used if the voltage is above 25 volts. NexGen can supply
appropriate power supplies.
PLEASE CHECK LATEST REGULATIONS.
The power output of the film at different voltages are shown within this document . This
varies due to load and temperature and is a guide only. Different resistance NexGen
film is available, with different power output per m2.
Due to the low operating voltage, conforming to SELV regulations, the system can be
used safely in any room including bathrooms and kitchens and is EC approved. As
always check latest regulations.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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To get the best from your new heating system it is important that it is installed correctly
regarding the positioning of the film, underlying and overlying materials and insulation.
Please read though this manual carefully and if in any doubt, contact your distributor.
The maximum recommended operating temperature of the film is 50C. Furthermore,
certain installation will be governed by individual regulations, e.g. maximum flooring
temperature of 28C for certain materials and in certain installations or maximum wall
temperature of 43C in care environments. Therefore, film temperature sensors are
provided with thermostats which can be used together with thermostats with probes to
set the maximum film temperature.
Please see below for the placement of floor probe. Please place on the right hand side
above a crimped connection as shown. Check floor manufacturers recommend setting
NexGen heating film system includes: NexGen Film | Cable Assembly and Film
Crimps | Power Supply | Installation manual and Online Warranty Certificate

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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UNDERFLOOR HEATING INSTALLATION
This part of the installation manual is only for use of the NexGen film in
underfloor heating. For other uses please refer to the relevant part of the
manual ALWAYS USE A THERMOSTAT WITH A FLOOR PROBE

>> Preparing the underlying floor
It is important that the floor is correctly prepared before laying the NexGen heating film.
Please ensure the following:
1. The floor must be firm with no broken screed or boards. Repair any loose or
damaged areas before installation.
2. The floor must not have uneven, rough or sharp edges within it, but does not
need to be level.
3. The floor should be thoroughly clean and dry and any water ingress sources
sealed.
4. Ensure electrically conductive materials are kept away from the ends and
contacts of the NexGen heating film.
5. Install any insulation material and in most cases, ensure it is firmly glued to the
flooring substrate

>> Check insulation level
Insulation will always enhance the performance of any floor, but the NexGen heating
film performance will be particularly enhanced by installation of a suitable insulating
underlay. The insulation can be regarded as a reflector for the heat produced by the
film.
For floating laminate, carpet and vinyl flooring a minimum of 5mm of EPS / XPS board,
or similar, is recommended. For tiles, we recommend a minimum of 10mm waterproof
insulating tile backing boards.
For carpet installations, a low tog underlay should be used on top of the heating film, to
allow the heat from the film to pass through to the carpet. A maximum of 2.5 Tog for
both carpet and underlay above the NexGen film.
Please follow the floor manufacturer directions for the underlying insulation and any
overlay system used.
As with any type of heating, efficiency will always depend on the thermal characteristics
of the room. An uninsulated single—glazed Victorian conservatory with metal framed
windows and ill—fitting doors will always fare poorly in terms of efficient energy use.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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>> Power requirements
The spacing between sheets of NexGen heating film and walls affects the total power
per square metre (W/m2). This must be taken into consideration when planning the
system for each room.
NexGen heating film should not be placed under fixed installations such as kitchen units
or solid furniture bases. In a room such as a kitchen, where a large proportion of the
floor space may be taken up by fixed units making it impossible to heat the entire floor
surface, it is important to consider the ratio of heated floor in relation to the volume of
air in the room being heated.
For maximum heating in such an area, space the sheets with fleece touching. Never
Overlapping.
For lower levels of heat, we recommend a maximum of 6 cm spacing to avoid cold
spots. Unless of course just covering the heat loss is the main objective in which case lay
film out evenly across floor.

>> Roll out the sheets and position them on the floor
Once the insulating underlay is completed, the NexGen sheets should first be rolled out
and arranged in the desired pattern to cover the floor optimally.
Distance between heating sheets and plumbing must be at least 3 cm. If it is possible
avoid edges of room and leave a round 5cm to 10cm gap to the wall.
Sheets must be placed in open spaces and not underneath fixed items or heavy
furniture such as cupboards, beds etc.
If any holes are required, for example drainage or to prevent a floating floor. They may
be cut through the centre of a sheet, with a minimum 5mm oversize, avoiding the
copper electrodes along the edges otherwise the heating film will not function.
Please note, always oversize hole cutting in the NexGen film is required to ensure no
inadvertent connecting to whatever might go through the hole, e.g. copper pipes.

NEVER CUT OR DRILL INTO THE COPPER

Before gluing the NexGen film to the floor, all of the sheets should be wired up and
power applied. Any electrical issues can then be corrected before glue is applied.

>> Adhere NexGen Heating film to the floor
How the film is stuck to the floor depends on the required use.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Tiled and vinyl floors
For use with tiled or vinyl floors, the film needs to be well stuck down. Recommended
adhesives are:
•

Mapei HT Vinyl/Rubber Flooring Adhesive.

•

Non-Acidic contact adhesive.

If adhesive is used, ensure that manufacturers precautions are followed for its use, in
particular regarding adequate ventilation. Some Materials including XPS are not
compatible with some adhesives. Since contact adhesive is generally very fast grab, care
must be taken that the film is applied without wrinkles or air pockets.
The high temperature vinyl flooring adhesive should be aqueous based so it does not
require the same precautions for ventilation, however it takes much longer to go off.
Please follow the manufacturer’s directions before proceeding with tiling.

Floating laminate flooring and carpet
The insulating backing board and NexGen heating film does not require adhering down
in the same way as for tiled and vinyl floors.
It is adequate to adhere the insulation and NexGen heating film carpet tape. The EPS
insulation should be stuck down with double sided tape, but the NexGen heating film
can be stuck around the edges with double or single sided tape. Always ensure NexGen
is flat to the surface.
AS ALWAYS CHECK WITH FLOORING MANUFACTURER.

>> Connecting the cables to the NexGen heating film
Before connecting the sheets to the power supplies, the total power of the fitted film to
be connected to the power supply must first be checked.
For example. taking the figures in the table in section 1. the total power output from the
thermostatic power supply is 1200 Watts, but each output is only 300 Watts. Therefore,
a total running length of 12 metres can be connected to it in 4 separate 3 metre lengths.
If more than 12 running metres of NexGen film is to be fed, then more than one power
supply will be required.
NOTE THE CABLE RUN OF EACH OUTPUT FROM OUR POWER SUPPLY.
Using our Power Supply cables the NexGen Film can be up to a
maximum of 5 metres away from the Power Supply. This is a
guideline and a qualified electrician should check the cable size
and cable current rating for the installation.
ALWAYS HIDE CRIMPS AND CABLES BY CUTTING INTO THE UNDERLYING INSULATION IF
POSSIBLE TO GET A FLAT SURFACE.
Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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ALTHOUGH NEXGEN HAS A VERY HIGH BOND STRENGTH, WHERE A FLOATING FLOOR IS
UNACCEPTABLE NEXGEN CAN BE PERFORATED TO ALLOW GLUING THROUGH THE
PERFORATIONS.
WARNING DO NOT CUT INTO THE COPPER. THIS COULD BREAK THE CIRCUIT
Plated copper 1/4” crimp spade terminals are supplied for use with the heating film.
Standard spade terminals can be used, but care must be taken when plugging them
into the film that they are inserted correctly into the terminals.
Cables from each NexGen sheet must be taken across the floor without crossing the
film or each other or other cables.
Use double sided adhesive tape, (e.g. Duct or Gaffer tape) to hold the cables down
where necessary.
It is not recommended that any cables should be joined under the floor, as joints
cannot easily be repaired once the floor is completed.

Use a junction box to join the cables if the power supply is either remote or if there too
many wires for it. Where cables are joined it must be ensured that correct cable sizes
are used to accommodate the combined loading and to avoid possible voltage drop.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Contact NexGen for advice where long cable runs are
unavoidable.

For carpet, vinyl floor and laminate floor installations, there may not be enough room
for the terminals. Where this is the case, the underlying insulation must be cut away to
accommodate the terminals so that there are no proud spots. It is also recommended
that the cabling is also be recessed into the underlying insulation to provide a flat
surface ready for the floor covering above.

Use a suitable crimping tool to ensure a good termination of the
wires. Unless ordered pre-made . DO NOT use pliers, as these
will not provide the correct pressure on the crimp connectors. A
parallel action crimp tool will ensure a uniform pressure is
applied to the crimp across its whole surface equally.

>> Power supply setup and connections
Please refer to the separate power supply manual for full power supply installation
details.
The power supply may be placed in a ventilated cupboard, on the wall or in an
enclosure outside the room area. Adequate airflow/ventilation must be ensured to
avoid the possibility of overheating.
Ensure that the power supply is mounted according to local electrical regulations for
wet room installations such as a bathroom etc.
Ensure the unit is firmly fixed to the wall. If it is installed in an area where vibration
exists, use rubber washers.
Connect the cables from the output of the power supply to the heating film.
Do not run wires above any heating film or other wires. Please refer to the separate
power supply manual for further instructions on this.
Check that all connections are correct and check voltages on each sheet.
To check the sheets are correctly connected, push the pins of a voltmeter through the
plastic and down to the copper electrode at the far end of the terminals. It should read
24 volts.
A clamp meter is the most convenient instrument for measuring current. The total
maximum load on the mains side of the power supply at 230V must be no more than
5.5 Amps.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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When using the 1200W power supply, we recommend using a Type D MCB to protect
the circuit rather than the usual Type B or C, because the large transformer can produce
a large surge when turning on. This provides more tolerance avoiding possible false
tripping when the power supply is turned on. However, Type C are usually sufficient for
most installs.

>> Covering the NexGen heating film
The NexGen heating film may be covered with all types of flooring materials due to the
even operating temperature.
Where the system is to be covered by a flexible, elastic or expandable type of flooring
such as carpet or thin vinyl, the heating film needs to be first covered by a thermally
conductive low tog value thermal overlay.
For carpets, a good quality low tog underlay is required. PLEASE CHECK WITH NEXGEN
PRIOR TO FITTING. NEXGEN PART NUMBER 1101033 IS THE ONLY APPROVED UNDERLAY. The
carpet should have no attached foam or rubber backing. Using the heating foil beneath
an unsuitably high tog underlay/carpet will not only reduce efficiency but may also
result in overheating of the foil.
DO NOT EXCEED A TOTAL OF OVER 2.5 TOG ABOVE THE FILM.

>> Tiles over NexGen
Check that all joints and edges of the insulation board are sealed so that no selflevelling compound can leak under them.
A layer of flexible tiling compound must be used for ceramic tiles.
When using other suppliers get advice and instructions about their floor construction.
Wood, parquet and laminate should be room acclimatised before laying on any surface.
IMPORTANT
All wooden floors should be heated only 2-3 hours a day for the first 3 days after
installation.
When using self-levelling compound, tile adhesive or membrane, wait 8-10 days before
turning on heating foil system to ensure enough drying time. Turning on for 10 to 20
minutes every few hours will assist drying during the first week.
ALWAYS REFER TO THE FLOOR MANUFACTURES INSTRUCTIONS AND ANY ADHESIVE OR
LEVELLING COMPOUND. IF IN DOUBT PLEASE ASK
For videos and guides please visit our website www.nexgenheating.com

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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WALL HEATING INSTALLATION
This part of the installation manual is only for use of the NexGen
film in wall heating applications. For other uses please refer to
the relevant part of the manual.

NexGen heating film can achieve its maximum efficiency when used as a
far infrared radiant heating wall or ceiling covering. In particular the
highest efficiency is achieved by covering as many walls as possible with
the biggest area possible. However, in this case, a lower power output per
m2 may be necessary, so please discuss such installations with NexGen
Heating Ltd to maximise the coverage without overheating the room.
In radiant heated installations, heating is achieved by far infrared radiation, rather than
bulk heating of the air and fabric of the room. This is how efficiency savings can be
achieved.
If the heating film is installed directly onto insulation, only the film and wall covering
must warm up, providing very rapid time before the room will feel warm.

>> Preparation of the underlying wall
It is important that the wall is correctly prepared before laying the NexGen heating film.
Please ensure the following:
1. The wall must be firm with no cracks or loose plaster. Repair any loose or
damaged areas before installation.
2. The wall must not have uneven, rough or sharp edges within it, but does not
need to be vertical.
3. The wall should be thoroughly clean and dry and any water ingress sources
sealed.
4. Ensure electrically conductive materials are kept away from the ends and
contacts of the NexGen heating film.
5. Install any insulation material and ensure it is firmly glued to the wall substrate
according to manufacturer’s instructions.

>> Check insulation levels
Insulation will always enhance the performance of any wall, but the NexGen heating
film performance will be particularly enhanced by installation of a suitable insulating
backing. The insulation can be regarded as a reflector for the heat produced by the film.
For uninsulated walls a minimum of 5mm of EPS/XPS board is recommended. For tiles,
we recommend a minimum of 10mm waterproof insulating tile backing boards.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Please always follow the manufacturer’s directions for the insulation system used.
As with any type of heating, efficiency will always depend on the thermal characteristics
of the room. An uninsulated single glazed Victorian conservatory with metal framed
windows and badly fitting doors or windows will always fare poorly in terms of efficient
energy use.

>> Power requirements
The spacing between sheets of NexGen heating film and edges of the walls affects the
total power per square metre (W/m2). This must be taken into consideration when
planning the system for each room.
However, when using the NexGen heating film on the walls, the primary intention is not
to heat the substance of the room, but to provide low level infrared radiation from all
sides. This infrared radiation will provide a significant warm feel when the room
temperature usually up to 2 degrees below the comfort temperature from conventional
heating systems.
NexGen heating film should not be placed on walls where access may likely be required
in the future, e.g. covering mains connection boxes.
In a room such as a kitchen, where a large proportion of the wall space may be taken up
by fixed units making it impossible to heat a significant proportion of the wall surface, it
is important to consider the ratio of heated wall in relation to the volume of air in the
room being heated.
For maximum heating in such an area, space the sheets with fleece touching and
augment with floor and ceiling film, if necessary.
For lower levels of heat, we recommend a maximum of 6 cm spacing to avoid cold
spots. If the requirement is just to meet the building heat loss then place film evenly.
Always try to fit on opposite interior walls if possible.
In order to correctly position the sheets and work out the number of sheets which can
be fitted on the walls in a given room, it is recommended to draw the wall to scale on a
piece of graph paper, then use the graph paper to work out a suitable configuration of
sheets.
It is recommended for standard domestic rooms, that wall film is positioned vertically
using 1.2 to 2.5-meter-long sheets, as close to the floor as possible and the connections
made either under the floorboards or in ducting along the base of the wall.
There is no minimum distance between sheets. The distance between heating sheets
and plumbing must be at least 3 cm
Where fitting in kitchens to walls behind worktops, only the exposed wall area should
be covered. The film may be fitted horizontally, however this may make wiring
concealment more difficult. Although more wiring may be required, it is therefore
recommended to use multiple short lengths of film and perform the wiring connections

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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behind the lower cupboards. In this case it is much easier to apply the film before
completing the cupboard fitting.

>> Roll out the sheets, check and test
Once the configuration has been determined and the insulating backing is completed,
the NexGen sheets should first be rolled out on the floor and checked there has been
no transit damage. Using a resistance meter, check the resistance of the sheet. For a
standard 1.5m long sheet, the resistance should be about 2 to 3.5 Ohms. For a 1.8m
sheet, the resistance should be between 2 and 3 Ohms. For 2.5m to 3m sheets 5 to 7
ohms.
A spray contact adhesive is recommended to apply the sheets to the walls. For plaster
substrates and other absorbent surfaces, a primer may be required before applying the
adhesive. Ensure the primer is totally dry on the fleece before plastering over.
Spray the adhesive to the film and the wall. Taking care to cover the whole sheet and
wall area evenly and pay special attention to the edges.

>> Adhere NexGen heating film to the wall
When the contact adhesive has been left for the correct time (maximum 10 minutes),
adhere the film to the wall, taking care as the contact adhesive will grab and hold the
film. Removal to reposition can damage the film, so accuracy is important.
How the film is stuck to the wall depends on the required use.
Recommended adhesives are:
•
•

Non- Acidic contact adhesive for smaller rooms (Spray, manually spread).
PREFFERED Thermal Wallpaper Paste from Nexgen

When using contact adhesive, ensure that manufacturers precautions are followed for
its use, in particular regarding adequate ventilation. Since contact adhesive is generally
very fast grab, care must be taken that the film is applied without wrinkles or air
pockets.

>> Connecting the cables to the NexGen heating film
Before connecting the sheets to the power supplies, the total power of the fitted film to
be connected to the power supply must first be checked.
All film should be installed in parallel, not series, otherwise minimal heating will occur.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Please see Power Supply manual for more details
Use min. 10mm bend radius on the cables from connections.
Use a junction box to join the cables if the power supply is either remote or if there too
many wires for it. Where cables are joined it must be ensured that correct cable sizes
are used to accommodate the combined loading and to avoid possible voltage drop.
It is recommended that the wiring for the wall film is fed to the power supply using a
duct adjacent to the floor. Ducts are available in forms which resemble standard skirting
board, which can completely hide the installation.
Use a suitable crimping tool to ensure a good termination of the wires. Do not use
pliers, as these will not provide the correct pressure on the crimp connectors. A parallel
action ratchet crimp tool will ensure a uniform pressure is applied to the crimp across
its whole surface equally.

>> Power supply setup and connections
Please refer to the separate power supply manual for full power supply
installation details.
The power supply may be placed in a ventilated cupboard, on the wall or in an
enclosure outside the room area. Adequate airflow/ventilation must be ensured to
avoid the possibility of overheating.
Ensure that the power supply is mounted according to local electrical regulations in a
wet room such as a bathroom etc.
Ensure the unit is firmly fixed to the wall. If it is installed in an area where vibration
exists, use rubber washers. Connect the cables from the heating sheets to the output of
the power supply.
Ensure that the film temperature sensor is placed in the centre of one of the sheets and
the wires connected to the thermostatic power supply, not crossing any other sheets or
wires similarly to the other wiring. Please refer to the separate power supply manual for
further instructions on this.
Check that all connections are correct and check voltages on each sheet.
To check the sheets are correctly connected, push the pins of a voltmeter through the
plastic and down to the copper electrode at the far end of the terminals. It should read
24 volts.
A clamp meter is the most convenient instrument for measuring current. The total
maximum load on the mains side of the thermostatic power supply at 230V must be no
more than 5.5 Amps.
We recommend using a Type D MCB to protect the circuit rather than the usual Type B
or C. This provides more tolerance avoiding possible false tripping when the power
supply is turned on. In most cases however a Type C is sufficient.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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>> Covering the NexGen heating wall film
Note that the installation should be tested before covering, as it will be easier to fault
find.
The NexGen heating film may be covered with many materials. If appearance is not
important, it can simply be painted with emulsion paint. However, the outline of the film
will generally be visible.
In order to conform to fire regulations in many countries,
NexGen heating film must be coated with a fireproof coating
when installed on walls. This can be standard gypsum plaster or
intumescent paint or many other such materials.
Please check local building fire regulations for correct
installation requirements.
It is therefore recommended that an extremely thin skim of flexible plaster is used over
the whole of the wall to smooth out the edges. This can be done according to personal
taste. Always check with NexGen if in any doubt. The following are approved by
NexGen.
•

Toupret Fibacryl Movement Crack filler

•

Ever build Fill and skim

•

Polycell finishing skim

After skimming, the desired finish can be applied to the wall.
Tiling: Tiles can be mounted directly to the film with a good quality flexible tile adhesive.
No further preparation is necessary.
Following final coating, it is recommended to wait at least 5 days before turning on
heating foil system to ensure sufficient drying. If the system is operated at full power
before certain coverings are cured, cracking may occur.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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CEILING HEATING INSTALLATION
This part of the installation manual is only for use of the NexGen
film in ceiling heating applications. For other uses please refer to
the relevant part of the manual.

In general, for ceiling applications, the directions for walls can be followed.
Wiring can be placed in the ceiling void or ducts on the walls used.
Ceilings provide a similar performance advantage as wall installation (compared to floor
installation or conventional heating systems) due to the infrared radiation providing a
warm feel.
Ceiling heating can be operated at a significantly higher temperature (achieved by using
a higher voltage) than wall or floor mounting. In this case additional infrared is
produced thereby providing an enhanced warm feel effect. This can be used beneficially
to spot heat certain areas, e.g. over desks or chairs.
If higher temperature operation is required, take care that the adhesive is rated for the
higher temperature and do not exceed 50C with the standard NexGen heating film.
Due to installation on a ceiling needing an instant grab, to ensure the heating film will
stay in place while the adhesive cures, contact adhesives are highly recommended, as
described in the section on wall installations.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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For videos and guides please visit our website www.nexgenheating.com

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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ADVICE APPLICABLE TO ALL INSTALLATIONS
>> Tips use and service
After one year of running, the connections to the power supply and any terminal blocks
should be checked and tightened if necessary. Otherwise there are no other
maintenance requirements for your system.
The addition of a programmable thermostat or control allows the system to be
programmed / controlled as and when needed. Most brands/types of programmer /
thermostat can be used as they are simply fitted to the 230v supply to the power
supply. A thermostat is advised if it is intended to run the floor heating during summer
months or to heat areas subject to strong occasional sunlight.
If a higher temperature is desired, this can be obtained by utilising a higher voltage
power supply. Please be aware that the power supply must be rated to cope with the
extra power. 10% increase in voltage will result in a 21% increase in power.

>> Troubleshooting
If a fuse blows, before changing it, the installation must be turned off and the cause
should be found.

Contact an electrician or the supplier for further information or
assistance.

1. Check fuse/trip in mains supply box or plug. Reset or change if necessary.
2. If the system is fitted with a thermostat: Reset the thermostat. The best way is
to reset to factory settings and then reprogram to your settings.
3. Reset the thermal fuse in the power supply by turning off the power, wait 2
minutes then turning back on.
4. The thermostatic power supply contains 1 to 4 fuses. Check and replace if
necessary. If any of these are blown, then the circuit of the blown fuse should be
checked for faults.
5. If the above hasn't solved the problem then reset the thermostat again and
retry.
6. If the problem STILL persists then the thermostat should be checked for faults
7. If the thermostat contains batteries, try replacing them.
8. If it is a wireless type, then try overriding the thermostat at the mains power
connection.
Appliances: it is becoming increasingly common to find interference from other
wireless items using similar frequencies.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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IMPORTANT THIS IS A GUIDE ONLY
NEXGEN EXAMPLES FOR FLOORING
Always check with Flooring Manufacture.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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How much NexGen do you need to heat your home?
This is just a guide only, please contact us for more details.

So a pre 1980 house with filled cavity, double glazing, some roof insulation with a single
10 m2 room would need 10x80 = 800 watts IMPORTANT this is based on standard
ceiling height of 2.3 meters and no allowances are made for excessive glass such
as patio doors, ceilings, conservatories etc.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Warnings

Mattresses

Flat Based Furniture

Bean Bags

Rugs

Animal Beds

IMPORTANT Please do not lay Nexgen in areas including fitted furniture or under baths
or showers. ALWAYS CHECK LATEST REGULATIONS. If installing under pet beds or bean
bags it would be advisable to use the floor thermostat in that area. IF IN ANY DOUBT
PLEASE ASK.

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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WARRANTY
All information and advice in relation to product suitability is for general guidance only. We
cannot guarantee that any product is suitable for your requirements or that your electrical
system has the capacity to safely power the products that you purchase from us.
In some cases, changes to your electrical system may be required. This is your responsibility and
NexGen Heating Ltd recommends that you seek the professional opinion of a qualified
electrician before placing your order.
All products must be installed and operated strictly in accordance with the manufacturers
guidelines in conjunction with the chosen floor wall or ceiling covering manufacturer. These
should take priority over all other information and advice. Failure to do so may compromise your
safety and invalidate any manufacturer’s guarantee that comes with the Product.

Warranty Card Terms and Conditions
Nexgen Heating provides a limited 15 year warranty on all Nexgen heat films. A limited warranty
on any thermostats, power supplies or cables supplied by Nexgen Heating Ltd.
In the case of a defective heating film supplied by Nexgen Heating Ltd will either repair or
replace the defective heating mat.
Faults caused by incorrect installation or fitting procedure, misuse or damage caused by others,
will not be covered under this warranty. This warranty does not cover installations completed by
unqualified electricians.
Under no circumstances are Nexgen Heating Ltd liable for any consequential damages or losses
(materials or monetary) associated with the under-floor, wall or ceiling heating system. To
complete and activate the warranty your electrician must fill in all details on the form below
during each stage when fitting the heating system.
Once completed log onto www.nexgenheating.com and click on warranty. Transfer the
information recorded below onto the online warranty and click submit.
The complete warranty card can also be done online at www.nexgenheating.com
Installation address:
Customers name:
Electricians name:
NICEIC Registration Number:

Heating film:

Wall:

Y/N

Floor:

Y/N

Ceiling:

Y/N

Floor sensor setting
temperature:
Tested all sheets and log resistance and temperature of each sheet

Y/N

Installer: Please sign to confirm you have installed this heating system in accordance with all
fitting instructions and confirm the statement below:

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Any fitted floor sensor is set to regulate floor temperature only. The floor probe must be
positioned directly over the black heating mat, not the copper strips. No additional insulation has
been fitted over the heating mats and no additional layers or insulated objects have been placed
or left over the final floor covering Tog ratings of any carpet or underlay installed is below 0.5 tog
for underlay and 1.5 tog for carpet. The mats are not installed in an area prone to wetness or
have been exposed to any liquid during installation. The mats have not been laid over a
conductive foil surface or have any flat metal objects installed over mats or final floor covering.
User: Please sign to confirm you have read & understand the usage / running guidelines set out
in the install manual.

Installers Signature:
User Signature:
Install Date:

PLEASE RETAIN THIS FORM WITH YOUR HEATING SYSTEM.
To activate your free warranty log onto www.nexgenheating.com within 3 months of
purchase and a maximum 30 days from installation date and complete the online form

Limitations
Under no circumstances will Nexgen Heating Ltd be liable for labour or other charges related to
the installation and use of any Nexgen Heating products. This warranty does not cover labour or
removal or reinstallation of the product and is void on any product installed improperly, or in an
improper environment, overloaded, misused, abused or altered in any manner.
The warranties stated herein are excluding of all other warranties, written or oral, statutory
express or implied, including any warranties or merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose, none of which shall apply to the sale of the company’s products hereunder. This
warranty also excludes incidental or consequential damages for breach of any warranty on the
products.

Limitations of Liability
Nexgen Heating Ltd shall not be liable for any loss, claim, expense or damage caused by ,
contributed to or arising out of the acts or omissions of buyer or third parties, whether negligent
or otherwise. In no event shall Nexgen Heating Limited liability for any cause of action
whatsoever exceed the cost of the product giving rise to the claim, whether based in contract,
warranty, indemnity or tort (including negligence and strict liability) or otherwise. In no event
shall Nexgen Heating Ltd be liable for any special, incidental, consequential or other such
indirect damages (including, without limitation, loss of revenue, profits or opportunities),
whether arising out of or as a result of breach of contract, warranty, tort (including negligence),
strict liability or otherwise.

DERLAY ONLY USE NEXGEN PART NUMBER 1101033

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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TECHNICAL DATA GX15
Voltage range

12 to 40 volts DC or AC RMS

Normal operating voltage

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance

15 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency

100%

Nominal thickness

500um

Temperature range

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max
temp not exceeded)

Dimensions

Active width 53cm
Total width 60cm

Power output at 24 volts

85 Watts per metre length
125 Watts per m² at nominal resistance.

1 m² Length

167cm length equates to 1 m²

Termination

6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade

Maximum current

15 Amps – equates to length of 3.71m at
nominal resistance and 24 volts

Maximum length

3.71 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum
current rating above

Composition

Non woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite active layer
Copper busbars

Surface material

Non woven PET fibre fabric.

Weight

254g per metre length

Approval

CE

Note that due to manufacturing variations and local mains voltage variations when operated
on unregulated transformers or power supplies, the resistance / power output should be
checked before first use to ensure the power supply cannot be overrated.

TECHNICAL DATA GX12
Voltage range

12 to 40 volts DC or AC RMS

Normal operating voltage

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance

12 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency

100%

Nominal thickness

500um

Temperature range

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max
temp not exceeded)

Dimensions

Active width 53cm
Total width 60cm

Power output at 24 volts

125 Watts per metre length
160 Watts per m² at nominal resistance.

1 m² Length

167cm length equates to 1 m²

Termination

6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade

Maximum current

15 Amps – equates to length of 2.31m at
nominal resistance and 24 volts

Maximum length

2.31 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum
current rating above

Composition

Non woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite active layer
Copper busbars

Surface material

Non woven PET fibre fabric.

Weight

254g per metre length

Approval

CE

Note that due to manufacturing variations and local mains voltage variations when operated
on unregulated transformers or power supplies, the resistance / power output should be
checked before first use to ensure the power supply cannot be overrated.
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Technical Data GX15
Recommended Voltage range:

12 to 25 Volts AC RMS 40 volts maximum DC

Recommended operating
voltage:

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance:

15 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency:

100%

Nominal thickness:

500um

Temperature range:

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage:

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max
temp not exceeded) Total width 60cm

Dimensions:
Power output at 24 volts:

82 Watts per metre length
136 Watts per m² at nominal resistance 166cm
length equates to 1 m²

1 m² Length:
6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade
Termination:

15 Amps – equates to length of 3.5m at nominal
resistance and 24 volts

Maximum current:

3.5 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum
current rating above

Maximum length:

Non-woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite GNX V2
GRA V2 active layers copper busbars
Non-woven PET fibre fabric

Composition:

Surface material:
254g per metre length CE
Weight:
Approval:

Note that due to manufacturing variations and local mains voltage variations when
operated on unregulated transformers or power supplies, the resistance / power output
should be checked before first use to ensure the power supply cannot be overrated

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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Technical Data GX12
Recommended Voltage range:

12 to 25 Volts AC RMS 40 volts maximum DC

Recommended operating
voltage:

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance:

12 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency:

100%

Nominal thickness:

500um

Temperature range:

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage:

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max
temp not exceeded)

Dimensions:
Power output at 24 volts:

Total width 60cm 130 Watts per metre length
220 Watts per m² at nominal resistance 166cm
length equates to 1 m²

1 m² Length:
6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade
Termination:

15 Amps – equates to length of 2.1m at nominal
resistance and 24 volts

Maximum current:

2.1 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum
current rating above

Maximum length:

Non-woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite GNX V2
GRA V2 active layers copper busbars
Non-woven PET fibre fabric

Composition:

Surface material:
254g per metre length CE
Weight:
Approval:

Note that due to manufacturing variations and local mains voltage variations when
operated on unregulated transformers or power supplies, the resistance / power output
should be checked before first use to ensure the power supply cannot be overrated

Always check with Floor Covering
Manufacturers regarding overlay, underlay
and adhesives. If in doubt please ask
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